Recently, reading some sermons and other things from past years, I did reminisce into some events of the past years in the JoS. This made me think of how long we have come, but in a very objective fashion. Then I thought of the case with others in this, and how it all came together.

In 2005, when HPS Maxine was taking her life into sacrifice mode in the daily to create the JoS, meditation sections [the first and most important on the LHP at this point], warfare and spiritual power programs, some people did only this: steal her information, try to be part of the JoS and go against it later, attack like typical xians and jews, and so on.

The blow to the enemy, was a great one at the size never seen before prior to that happening. As one would have it, there was a reaction to this from the enemy.

At circa 2006 one "HP" was bribed and they just joined the enemy after years of being with the JoS, going into a disinformation spree against HPS Maxine. The turn was a totally "unexpected" 180 degree turn with all one would expect, slander, attacks, attempted takedown from within etc. The stuff they said was literally nonsensical to unimaginable extents.

The claim went like this: HPS Maxine was their High Priestess and organizer for years in Satan then all of a "sudden", HPS Maxine was a monster, the JoS served thoughtforms, Satan was evil, HPS Maxine had the wrong idea all along, Jews were always correct in what they said of Satan, HPS Maxine was the most evil person alive, the JoS was wrong even if before based on their previous claims that it was the Truth incarnate, the list goes.

The lies were so low tier and typical that they reek collapse on their own. Many copycats of the JoS have been created over the decades [too many to count], on top of everything else, having most of the time the same aims ranging from larping to infiltration.

Being that any of these accusations against a person are so so so objective, one would know instantly or at least early on, since they are hanging around with such big big monsters, wouldn't they? Do you hang around monsters and not notice them? Of course not.

But these people decide oftentimes it's time to "hate" on HPS Maxine or Satan Himself, you know, when they have played the charlatans here first for a few
years, then a rabbi came around with the pouch of gold, or something similar. One suddenly has this..."moral epiphany".

Of course, this 'moral epiphany' always involves the reason why the Rabbi handed the pouch: disinformation, attack, slander, attempted takedown, sharing info with the enemy and so on, so forth. The enemy didn't come to these people to just..."save them" from the evil of Satan and HPS Maxine. There's more to the deal...

Then their so called 'morals' suddenly change and they go into a sudden so moral spree against the JoS and the people that "They so well knew". The two scenarios cannot co-exist. Suddenly moral enlightenment kicks in. It's always the same pattern in repeat with these because it's part of the plan.

When I first encountered this happening, I was needlessly to say, rather shocked. Now looking back at so many similar examples, it's a totally boring situation for me.

I cannot imagine, for one, how one that truly met with Satan and the Gods, can ever turn their "back" on them, or not understand their power. Or for example not understand what a betrayal may entail for them. They generally find out the hard way, in a served cold dish.

Primarily my shock came out of myself, since I, having experienced this path, considered this an impossibility to even be possible. How and why were my primary questions.

This is truly an impossibility for any REAL Satanist, of course. Note however, the key word here is real.

As with always, some people are mentally weak, unstudied, don't believe their own experiences, and can be flipped out by a few lies here and there. But this would only happen again to newbies who don't know what is going on.

Then, we have an enemy with infinite resources, and infinite people without a job on the planet, who would be very willing to undertake anything of the sort for whatever reason.

Many people can be confused if that happens, but these things are a common occurrence if anything else. But every child, the first time they see a thunderstorm, they freeze. Walk now and see how many thunderstorms others have seen...

Before these pages existed, most people had no clue how to meditate, the Satanic world was a mess. In regards to what kind of insane garbage place this was, the history exists in the web. All the curses against Satan in all of the aeons
had heavily manifested.

It was just drug users, some larpers, mostly crazy people or those with mental illnesses, and some other emo people only interested in the socially rebellious aspects of Satanism which for the most part, were kosher controlled. Then you had another worse bunch than that.

Indeed, Rabbis must have been very happy at their spells, attainments, and hollywood portrayal of Satan.

In regards to spiritual knowledge, there wasn't even this garbage you read from LaVey and only hebrew dogshit all over the place, if anything hardly existed. Even getting specific paper books was rather difficult, and HPS Maxine took the opportunity of the internet to change this.

Be it that many "Satanists" of the era were just posers, the Gods had to work primarily with her, and other cases of lesser people individuals. The curses were vast and I know this for a fact, as I saw these affect my co-workers in Satan, other people, and everything we have been trying to do and so on.

But I also saw another thing: the real ones always did prevail regardless against everything.

Knowledge was so lacking, even these charlatans many people see today, are blessed charlatans to even have some if any spiritual knowledge online. Even their larping is many steps ahead than what was before.

JoS gave it all for free, giving of course many of these people a little mouth they would never have to speak against this structure which Satan has clearly maintained against all odds and possibilities. Since we gave everyone a mouth, they speak against us now.

Over the years, and those who are older here know this, people have come, and people have gone. I've met people and people. Traitors have come out, legitimate people have gone absent due to responsibilities, and many, which often fly beneath the radar and make no fuss [unlike the garbage always does] I have seen achieve great success.

Traitors all kept hating, vanished, disappeared, or remained non relevant copycats that literally just rephrase and steal all the JoS teaching or just preach bullshit of the enemy already present online. Of no importance.

Legitimate people have at least in a back and forth motion, seen in the very least, become more powerful from being with Satan. The lives of these people have been positively touched.
Lastly, the scariest thing for the enemy, is that of successful individuals and of decent and powerful individuals rising out of Satanism, such as in the "Times of Old", has the enemy shitting their pants every single night.

They cannot fathom how such a bunch of cursed, attacked, marginalized, and general circus that existed prior, managed to do something to offend them, or even go as far as to defeat them and form a great spiritual army. It keeps them up at night.

Like HPS Maxine back then, I look at what has been built, and I know what matters. I will be eternally hated for the work I did to construct Satanism. I know where I am headed.

Some people don't because they suck, or because when they came around everything was readied by people greater than them. Unlike the enemy, those of Satan are loyal to Satan out of free choice.

Nobody intimidated us, forced us, threatened us, or coerced us to be with Satan. We can at anytime click leave and go. Satanism is not for the faint hearted, and definitely not for those who don't have it somewhere inside themselves already.

Spiritual Satanism is for those who believe in our mission, that Satanic Souls matter for something important, those who want to develop spiritually and look into the occult - a hidden, "Cursed" and largely defamed craft.

Over the years, I encountered a far greater mission and Truth in Satanism. In all ways bigger beyond compare to my initial reasons for joining. At any rate, I could theoretically go back, but never did and never will do.

You cannot unsee the Truth.

The enemy watched Satanists for centuries as shit-heads, cursed individuals, trash of the earth. In a sense, they fit us all in their kosher paradigm of the bible. Prostitutes, inferior intelligence, whatever have you.

Satanists were called "defiled", they were cursed, psychic attacks done against them, killed and tortured, and the kinds of Satanists became the "worst thing of the Earth". Before that, Satanists were the best of the earth.

Even though, in the past, what we consider "Satanists" today, such as the people of the occult, the Pagan priesthoods, and the spiritual people of these, were the pupil of the eye for all Pagan civilizations.

Some idiots and short sighted individuals are losing the sight of the greater mission and goal for Satanism. Engaged in petty infighting, they cause issues
and try to fragment us. To all people who understand this, have an iron mind and don't be dissuaded by them. One has to be certain of their path here and what they are doing.

That vermin explained above, is rotten, because only rotten individuals would ignore the obvious dangers and prospects of our undertaking. Listen not to these rotten people who try to do what the enemy did, set fire into this precious tree of Satan. We have seen it produce golden apples already...I eat the Golden Apple and I laugh at them.

Satanism is for those who have some aim for themselves, and those who agree with the values the JoS has been sharing since it was created under Satan. It's for those who feel it in their hearts that they belong to the Gods.

Those who are in this category, will always be of the Gods. As for the rest, who is keeping you? Did someone come to your house to ask you? Did we use trillions of dollars to slam ads inside your brain on Facebook? Did you get intimidated by your local Satanic Church which does not even exist, at the claim that you'll burn in Hell? Were you bullied by your nonexistent Satanic street gang?

No, nothing of the above. Everyone is here out of their free will and a call of their heart. And those who understand this will continue.

As for the rest, I question this: Is anyone keeping you?
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